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Ml Film Festival prize winning
tuition ofa world overrun by bananas.
3"Musa Paradisiaca Sapientum" a film
we Klockslem.
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will be able to negotiate for the members be encouraged to join the L
n Kenyon Filmmakers Festival
this weekend: Free admission
by Dennis Pannullo
The Kenyon Film Festival is a broad,
eclectic program of independent films
submitted by filmmakers from all over the
country in competition for $1000 in prizes.
Edgar Daniels of Filmmaker's Newsletter, a
prominent film journal confided "You (the
KFF) serve filmmaking well ... I talked with
a film reviewer the other night who says he's
writing an article on the ten most important
experimental film festivals in the country
and he has Kenyon on the list ... its
reputation around the country is high."
Film festivals have proved essential to the
survival and growth of the film industry,
providing the forum and financial assistance
necessary for the development of young
independent filmmakers like Martin
Scorsese (Mean Streets), John Hancock
(Bang the Drum Slowly) and George Lucas
(American Graffiti). Scorsese, in a recent
interview, acknowledged the importance of
Independent film festivals in sustaining
young filmmakers until the "big break"
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,hfse unfamiliar with this fine
briefly, its inception occurred
four years ago this spring. As the story goes,
rumors were rampant concerning the
possibility of the path being paved because of
the high cost of maintaining it after the wear
and tear of the winter months. Students
responded to such sacrilegious conjecture
by organizing and announcing a day where
members of the communitv would rake and
repair the path and generally clean-u- p the
grounds. It was a smashing success.
Since those days such rumors have been
dispelled. Nonetheless, this past winter
leaves the path's stones sprawling every
which way; thus, quite a bit of raking is
needed. Also, trash routes again have been
devised; one can amble about Gambier
picking up trash and placing it in plastic bags
which will be dispensed. For those with a
predilection for gardening, a few hands are
needed for weeding and planting in Ascension
gardens. Another project will be the
completion of the new college nursery next to
the lacrosse field. The woods above the
tennis courts is the site for another project,
which entails raking leaves and collecting
trash.
The most exciting project, in terms of
future recreation opportunities, is the
developmentof a park on the cite of the old
town dump which is located out past the air
field. The cite of the future park is situated
next to and overlooking the Kokosing River.
There is a good possibility that a canoe
launching site will be carved into the bank of
the river. Mr. Ralston has offered top soil
for workers to spread so grass seed can
arrives. Furthermore, the technical
developments and revolutions in cinematic
style of commercial films are often initiated
by independent experimentors.
Although some awards are made
according to the decision of a professional
jury, the KFF is one of the few festivals in the
world where the audience determines prize
winners. Incidentally, Frank Film,
designated by the Kenyon community as the
best film of the festival after one of the film's
first public screenings, has since won the top
awards, including an Oscar, at 20 major
international film festivals. Because the
audience admission has discouraged the
attendance essential to the Festival's
egalitarian nature, funds have been obtained
from the Ohio Arts Council allowing free
admission this year. Preliminary public
screenings are on Friday and Saturday
evening, with semi-finalis- t screenings on
Sunday evening. Hard-core- s may be pleased
to know that there will be a Saturday
"Reeker" Festival at midnight.
eventually be planted. Also, the surrounding
woods could use some cleaning out. This
could be an excellent spot down by the river
for campers to stretch out under the evening
stars!
In short, there is a considerable amount of
work to be accomplished. One hears much
rhetoric about the existence of a tightly knit
community; here is an opportunity to flush
out this concept. Why not contribute an hour
or two of your time and join in with fellow
community members to salute the charm and
attractiveness of our environment.
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Student Council elections
to be held next week
In an effort to hold elections as scheduled,
the Elections Committee has decided to
extend the petition deadline for the offices of
Student Council Secretary and Treasurer
until Saturday, April 13, at noon. No petitions
for Secretary have yet been received, and
onlyone has been received for the office of
Treasurer. If on Saturday additional
petitions for these offices have not been
received, the Student Council may exercise
its constitutional prerogative to nominate
Bill Cassidy
My position is simply this: Kenyon exists
for the student, you do not exist for Kenyon.
I came to Kenyon because it was a small
liberal arts college and inherent in my
definition of such a place is some sort of
personal involvement with the school as well
as academic and social diversity.
Thus, there are two definitions for
Kenyon, the understanding on the part of the
individual student who is paying to attend and
that of the administration which is
responsible for maintaining the academic
standards and reputation of Kenyon. I
contend that these two definitions agree
more than they contradict one another. I see,
within the structure of Kenyon, the potential
for change and the realization of individual
goals. A case in point is the Swim-A-Tho- n of
last semester. I had the idea; wrote it up and
submitted it to the proper people and it was
accepted. And it is my belief that it is a
reasonable example of one of the many ways
to take advantage of Kenyon's possibilities. I
don't think students should feel that offering
ideas is useless, and subsequently, benignly
accept things they dislike. The tuition here is
too high for such an attitude.
I think I can help. I see the position of
president as a place where I can show others
how to accomplish and achieve their goals.
How? This can be done by showing students
how to take advantage of Kenyon's structure
i.e. who to talk to for answers and action. If a
student has a viable alternative to a
complaint, and if enough are willing to accept
the consequences (such as if you want a name
group and willing to pay $4.00 rather than 50
cents a ticket) then it should be accepted.
Thus, the student has two options; he can
either act individually or simply submit a
written proposal to me which I will in turn
ditto and follow it through until it is either
accomplished or a reasonable explanation
for its rejection given.
In this way both campus government and
the administration can respond actively
because they have something to respond to.
Therefore, individual ideas on such things
as new sports, housing, extra-curricula- r
interest groups, academic courses and
social activities can be transformed from
mere words into action. I contend that this
will not only open up more social and
additional candidates. No position papers
will be required, so elections for Student
Council Officers (President, Vice-Presiden- t,
Secretary and Treasurer) can be
held as scheduled: Monday, April 15, at
Peirce, Tuesday, April 16, at Gund, and
Wednesday, April 17, at Peirce. Elections
for Social Committee Chairperson will not
be held on these dates due to the lack of
response from prospective candidates.
Petitions for this office, with forty
President
academic areas for student consideration
but also give the student more of what he is
paying for and an identification of Kenyon as
the place where he can best realize himself
as an individual.
HP wm
signatures, and position papers of 250 wo::
or less, will not be due in the Elections Bcl
the Student Affairs Center on Monday, A::
15,by4p.m. Elections for Social Commit
Chairperson will be held in conjunction c
the Senate elections, which will be hew
Monday, April 22, at Peirce, Tuesday. A::
23, at Gund, and Wednesday, April 24. :
Peirce. Refer questions to Robin Stefan ;
PBX 539 or Sue Schueller at PBX 570.
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Elections Chi::"- -
Here are the
position papers
Bill Cassidy
Duffy Craine
After being a participant in Student
Government for three years, I have come to
understand how the Kenyon system works.
One definitely realizes how much potential
resides on this campus, yet is truly wasted. I
am specifically speaking of the use of
facilities and student involvement. As a
result I believe it is the Student Council's
duty to reverse past trends through
strengthening the committee system and
taking the initiative to provide student
activities that are so desperately needed in
this isolated community.
In the last five years Kenyon has
undergone many changes, undoubtedly the
most important has been coeducation.
However, up to this time, Kenyon women
have had nothing that they can specifically
feel is theirs. Thus it is within the domain of
the Student Government to actively supp:'
such organizations as the newly revr.r-Hanna- h
Moore Society, which will provide i:
outlet for women.
At the present time, Student Council ti
large amounts of funds which should be ma
readily allocated to promote s"-- ;
activities. Such allocations could pos-'1--ta- ke
the form of equipment
organizations, whose annual budgets are-sm- all
to make major purchases.
The idea which I would like to stress ist
the Student Government must become
catalyst at Kenyon next year, if this camp--'
is to overcome the apathy which has inhib
its potential.
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'!uv programs have been initiated this
-- srhich in their implementation will work
lively toward the goal of integration.
most important of these is the new
szi system; it is my desire to see the
::;m provide the maximum diversity
the unity for which it was set up.
disregard, I fully support the inclusion
rmen in fraternities desiring co-.tion- al
housing. Semantic or
.irinistic arguments notwithstanding,
; rill work in large part toward the
--rrition of the "old" Kenyon with the
":;Student Rights Proposal must also be
"r T Mm
Kevin Martin
approved. Although it has been for the most
part tacitly accepted already, its official
recognition will insure a healthy trust and
respect between faculty and students.
Women must also achieve full, equal
rights, personally, socially, and
academically. Kenyon ought to be able, for
example, to offer a more extensive range of
gynecological services, at least on par with
most other colleges.
In order to make Student Council both
more accessible and more responsive, I
intend to initiate a re-examinati- on of the
system of Council and Senate committees.
This would hopefully consolidate or
eliminate committees which entangle
students in bureaucratic chaos and sap
Council functions of their necessary energy.
A fresh approach to campus government
might prove useful in implementing these
proposals effectively; the fresh blood which I
hope to inject into campus life may very well
avert the stagnation conceivable in a
sluggish Council.
Brian McDonald
Kenvon College is constantly changing as
is each person on campus. There are those
who say that the metamorphosis is complete,
there are even those who would like to take
from the students the freedom and the chance
for personal development that can be gained
in Kenyon's co-educatio- nal liberal arts
atmosphere. Unfortunately co-educati- on at
Kenyon is not complete, however, trying to
arbitrarily divide the campus into a
collection of identifiable factions, each unit
with a superimposed "ethos" will not
promote an atmosphere of responsibility and
freedom. As president of Student Council, I
will support the individuality of each student.
I will also provide forums and services for
any students who wish to organize
academically, intellectually or socially. I
will not be a party to any attempts to label
students or compartmentalize a student
against his or her will for any part of that
student's stay at Kenyon. We don't need a
different Kenyon tradition for each faction on
campus. We need one Kenyon with equal
opportunities for every student to develop
his or her own personal "tradition", a
personal identity. As president I will lead
activities that will allow each student to know
that the campus government supports his or
her attempt at continuing to develop a self-regulat- ed
responsible life. I will lead efforts
to make it easier for students to organize in
groups or to act individually. I will make
campus government more of an aid to the life
of students and more of a reflection of
student opinion. I can't support a government
by a few.
I IKm mm
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I jr' Die major problems that confront the
'i body. For while the office of
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extent by the constant necessity to
r day-to-da- y problems. The vice-;'-- t
being without these incessant
sand yet in contact with all areas of
has the ability and time to
er the more encompassing problems
th'i0nS' If 1 am elected tne major
that I consider at this time to be
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en's role at Kenyon, I believe,
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a very important problem. For
college changed to a coeducational
years ago, extra curricular
'es 10 r women, socially,
1Ca'ly, athletically, and otherwise,
"severely neglected. This problem
"tout appearing to have produced
Cont. on p. 11
Chuck Pariano
An organization will live and flourish only
so long as it performs a needed function.
Consequently, any attempts to keep a
dormant Council alive by injections of
enthusiasm are bound to fail unless we take
the more radical measure of rejuvenating
what is at the heart of the Council, it's
program and it's activities. I perceive
Student Council as having two major
activities. First as an educational vehicle
where we must develop a method for
motivating students to achieve educational
objectives through involvement. Secondly,
as a community vehicle where services are
provided by the Council to give students a
range of activities for social, intellectual,
cultural andor physical involvement.
As Student Council Vice-Preside- nt I would
begin with a basic belief in the idea of student
participation and of Student Council. Ideally,
the college-communit- y will understand
Student Council and will cooperate with it's
activities. The powers of the Council within
Cont. on p. 11
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Brian McDonald
Kim Straus
The Student Council next year will face
many of the same questions encountered this
year and will be expected to produce some
answers.
One serious issue will probably be the
distribution of Council funds to provide more
social mobility and to generally improve the
social life of all students. The concern has
never been greater that Council funds have
long been far removed from direct student
control and use.
In order for Council to deal with the social
problems at Kenyon, its internal operation
needs to be made more efficient. For
example, committees need to be given
decisive powers to deal with matters in their
realm so that Council meetings may be spent
in discussing major topics. Also, geographic
representation for next year should improve
member accountability.
As Vice-Preside- nt of Student Council, I
would work for that efficiency and search for
ways of communicating student opinion to all
Cont. on p. 11
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LETTERS
Choir tour not a fiasco
misrepresentations. . .
In the last issue of The Collegian, Brian
Izenberg launched an attack on the Kenyon
choir based on the viewing of one
performance, and childishly extrapolated
this into a condemnation of the choir
program in general. Not being a member of
choir, nor a music department major, but
sensitive to music in general at Kenyon, I
resent this form of non-logi- c. Having spoken
with members of the choir, it seems that
many of the "facts" in Mr. Izenberg's letter
were simple misrepresentations, and
certainly his previous awareness of the
choir must have been truly myopic. Anyone
who has attended an Advent Concert, the
church usually filled 45 minutes in advance,
will agree that the talent, ensemble, and
general presentation of the choir has been
exemplary. I travelled with the choir as an
accompanist in last year's trip to Louisville,
and after each performance the audiences
were enthusiastic, and many were the pleas
for a return visit in the near future. Yet a
defense of the choir should not be
necessary for those-wh- o are involved, as
well as the community in general, it is
unquestionably a vital part of student artistic
endeavor.
The most unfortunate dividend of
Izenberg's letter, is its ill-conceiv- ed timing.
The same day the letter appeared in public,
Professor Frank T. Lendrim, Chairman of
the Music Department, announced he will be
leaving Kenyon after this year. Mr. Lendrim
is responsible for molding the Kenyon
Choirs into a coherent group of musicians,
often producing triumphant results with his
talent for drawing the most from young or
untrained singers. Far more than this,
however, Mr. Lendrim has shouldered a
burden of diverse responsibilities which are
potentially overwhelming, all the while
maintaining one of the most congenial,
warm, and open personalities in Gambier.
Despite having to deal with disgraceful
music conditions, Mr. Lendrim has
deserved tremendous credit from school,
church, and community. I cannot believe that
Mr. Izenberg's attack was directed at Mr.
Lendrim, yetall who have known him in any
capacity will necessarily resent the
implications. We will all miss Frank
Lendrim profoundly; it will be difficult to
find a man of his talents and graciousness.
DAVID LYNN
. . . well - performed
We, too had the opportunity to hear the
Kenyon College Chojr in the Washington area
this spring, not only in the National
Cathedral, but also the evening before in the
historic Truro Parish in Fairfax, Virginia.
At Truro, the choir sang its entire concert
which was varied, exciting and well-performe- d.
It showed long hours of excellent
preparation under the direction of Frank T.
Lendrim. To judge the choir's performance
at the National Cathedral is presumtuous.
They were given a brief 30 minutes before
the 11 o'clock service, were placed a story
and a half up in the north transept surrounded
by the stone Gothic arches while tourists and
busloads of high schoolers touring
Washington were wandering to their seats
talking all the way. As parents of a member
of the Kenyon College Choir, our only
criticism was that we could not always hear
because of the reverberations and confusion.
Even so, they were not mediocre.
We did not go expecting to hear the Chicago
Symphony Chorus of 500 voices. What we
heard was a fine choir of 58 voices from an
outstanding small academic college in Ohio
giving their all musically. After meeting
some of the members and witnessing their
performances, we were struck by their
exemplary conduct and responsibility to
their tour and to each other. What better PR
can Kenyon have than this? (Our thanks to Dr.
Lendrim and we're sure that all past and
present parents wish him well in his new
position.)
MR. & MRS. OLIVER J. KENDALL
Evanston, Illinois
. . . careless critique
This letter is in response to Mr. Brian
Izenberg's letter in last week's Collegian
concerning the Kenyon College Choir's
performance at the National Cathedral.
It was my pleasure to hear two of the
choir's performances in the Washington
area, the first at Truro Parish in Fairfax,
Virginia, where, unfortunately, I too found
the brass ensemble to be an embarrassment.
However the ensemble sounded better in the
Cathedral, and, "a bunch of kazoos" is
hardly a fitting description, as most of the
members performed adequately. The
choir's performance at the Truro Parish
was excellent, and considering the acoustics
of the Cathedral, their performance there
was remarkable.
Iam not aware from which member of the
choir Mr. Izenberg 'learned' that
"audiences walked out in Baltimore because
they were so bad." Other members of the
choir have told me that at no point in the tour
was there any such exodus, let alone in
Baltimore, where I am told the choir's
reception was most enthusiastic.
Mr. Izenberg continues his careless
critique with the seemingly sarcastic
statement that he 'heard' "many members of
the choir 'dropped out' in the later stages of
the tripbecause of sickness or exhaustion."
If he meant to mention the fact that some of
the choir's members were indeed very sick
with the flu during the tour, at times even
overcome by it, then his statement can be
excused. If he meant to imply that some
members of the choir used ill-heal- th as an
excuse to withdraw from a 'fiasco' or an
embarrassment, then the statement is
ridiculous and unpardonable.
Some may find his opinion that the choir
"does more to tarnish the reputation of
Kenyon than to improve it" deserving of
some attention. However, it is an absurd
pretention that "those responsible" tor ft;
tour should have to provide to Mr. Izenbert
any explanation or justification for the trip
Mr. Izenberg's criticism is pointless, audi,
for one, would welcome the chance to hear
the choir perform on tour, or otherwise.
PAUL BEEVES
. . . distortion
Brian Izenberg's assertions about tie
Kenyon Choir's spring tour were unfounded
in every respect. Brian was unable to offer
specific criticisms. Obviously he know
little about performance of choral and
instrumental music. His statement tilt
audiences left during the concert a'
Baltimore is not true, nor did the group
collapse from exhaustion and sickness
Brian has misrepresented facts about the
Choir's tour by distortion of secondhand
information.
Tours involve many months of preparation
on the part of Dr. Lendrim and the Choirs
Housing and meals are provided by (
churches in which we sing. Many times
receptions are given following the concerts
These gatherings and overnight visits
provide excellent opportunities for hosts to
learn about Kenyon and the Gambier
community.
We would like to submit a letter from tte
Canon Precentor of the National Cathedral"
Washington, D.C. We invite Brian to read tie
letters we received from all the parishes on
the tour. These are displayed on the bulle
board in the Chapel basement. They r
complimentary and indicate the good pub"
relations provided by the Choirs.
TIM WELSH
Pres. of Men's Choir
BETH BILLMAS
Pres. of Women's Clw"
11 March 1"Q
q Dear Mr, Lendrim:
X1
Z On behalf of the Dean and all here
x cathedral I want to extend our grate
thanks to you and your fine muslcer(j the beautiful program you presentedyesterday morning.
2 It Is always a pleasure to welcome
the
many visiting groups who perfor M
adding to the beauty and meaning
worship.
Mr. Frank T. Lendrim
Department of Music
Kenyon College
Gambler, Ohio 43022
2.1
T
'Jeffrey l). C
Canon Precentor
r
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.boiling with rage
aboiling with rage at Brian Izenberg's
,::te against the Choir which appeared in
(;ril 4 Collegian. Considered as musical
-- rism the letter is worse than useless;
; lomright silly observation that the
js ensemble "sounded like a bunch of
::os" is the only one which has any degree
specificity. Let me point out that the
i:alties of the brass group were largely,
::;t exclusively, due to the haphazard
oionof justoneof its members. During
::ur many fears were expressed that
;nof the rest of the brass ensemble, and
i! Choir proper, might be "dragged
s 'because of this; and it is distressing
-
Mr. Izenberg, from whom one might
;eipected more objectivity, seems to
;illen right into this very trap,
a; by no means uniformly uncritical of
3oir's performances, as many of my
sfriendswill attest. In my opinion the
xionsof the Washington Post reviewer
;"2. while rather vitriolically presented,
nonetheless fully deserved. With that
3d, then, let me go on to say that I
s!?red the National Cathedral concert
Ktoneof this year's tour; and, with the
'i noted exception, thoroughly
"stable by any objective standard. One
3 Cathedral authorities used the word
3'V in describing it; and, while I
stgo that far myself, it can still be
-- without the least degree of distortion
;--
:n reactions to the Choir's programs
are far more common than those voiced by
Mr. Izenberg.
The assertion that "audiences walked out
in Baltimore" is a gross misrepresentation;
there was only one concert in Baltimore,
hence one audience; and it's news to me if any
of its members walked out except the dear
ladies who had to prepare for the ensuing
reception. It is admittedly true that some
(not "many") of the members of the group
"dropped out in the later stages of the trip
because of sickness or exhaustion"; but what
in the name of logic does that have to do with
the Choir's musical merits?
It might be pointed out incidentally that Dr.
Lendrim was offered a position on the music
faculty of the College of William and Mary
an opening for which there has been intense
competition at least partly on the basis of
his performance with the Choir at Bruton
Parish in Williamsburg. As for the purpose
served by the tour, it allows, on the one hand,
an otherwise unavailable opportunity for the
Choir to perform under a very wide variety
of acoustical and audience conditions; while,
on the other hand, it is quite untrue that the
Choir "does more to tarnish the reputation
of Kenyon than to improve it." Contrary to
Mr. Izenberg's assertion, the tour does
generate a lot of favorable publicity for
Kenyon; and I, for one, think this college
deserves every bit of favorable publicity it
can get. Again, there is something wrong
with Mr. Izenberg's logic if he thinks the end
of improving the Choir's musicianship will
be well served by cutting its performance
opportunities in half.
JAMES G. CARSON
LETTERSSupport for Thompson
Heaton's housing horrors
as concerned students of Kenyon
Tie. wish to strongly encourage the
anient of T. Gale Thompson to the
Anient of Psychology as a full-tim- e
:sor. Due to a cutback in next year's
;''ing services at Smythe House, his
and part-tim- e teacher contract
''renewed. Mr. Thompson has been a
ssset to the college both as a personal
-:-l- or
and professor. In the classroom
--- M he has shown sincere interest in his
'--
's and competence in his academic
; we therefore feel it would be a
;"ruslossif he were not with us next
e urge all interested persons to
"s their concerns to the Provost and or
8lce, Chairman of the Psychology
ment, before contracts are finalized,
can also make their interests known
the petitions now being circulated
following students: TINA BROWN,
GORROW, CHIP GOULD,
ilp H HARPER, SUSIE HEYMAN,
'L MARA, STU PECK, PETER
AND JUDY STEARNS.
- Wrongly urge your support in this
Wealthy housing
don't mind my two-cents-wor- th at
'inopportune ofall times, I'd like to
oment to grind my axe a little over
T"T of horrors . . . housing. It was
1, to me this morning that Kenyon
we lost the upstairs of the Health
e as housing presumably forever.
That decree was handed down today by Mr.
McKean's office (he's vice-preside- nt in
charge of something-or-other- , for those of
you who don't know), and I guess that this
letter is mostly directed to him. Now, to
most readers this is no grave catastrophy as
I am sure there are a lot of students who
never realized students actually reside in
the Health Service building. But I live here
and would continue, too, if the building stayed
the same, so it means a hell of a lot to me that
it does.
Whether you know it or not, the Health
Service has been the only housing alternative
on campus open to all students in the open
lottery which in any way resembles a home.
That is to say, it is a house, a real rural
residence with creaky wooden floors, lots of
windows (four in my room alone), high
wooden wainscoting, and rippley glass and
plaster. That's my idea of a house. That's
also my idea of Gambier. It's quiet, drafty,
and comfortable, with a lot of trees and a
view.
Obviously it's not somebody's idea of a
"Residential College", however. What an
attrocity! Imagine . . . forcing a few students
to suffer in such an old tenement, when the
majority of students live in spacious 12 by 10
"staterooms" with rustic cinder-bloc- k
paneling in your choice of powder white,
powder blue, powder yellow, powder green,
not to mention lovely battleship grey; and all
accented by rich contrasting linoleum floors
. . . what warmth! Imagine . . . those poor
students in the Health Service breathing the
Cont. on p. 6
. . . resonance qualities
In support of Brian Izenberg's impression
of the Kenyon Choir's performance in the
Washington Cathedral, I would like to say
that it is my understanding that the vastness
and resonance qualities of large, spacious
cathedrals and arenas necessitates much
practiceforbestperformance.lt is doubtful
if such practice time was afforded our Choir.
Without such practice, not only do the voices
sound weak to the singers themselves, but
echoes interreact resulting in the choir
members' evaluation of their own
performance as not true and they in turn
force compensations which could increase
the impression of poor performance.
I think it significant that the only two poor
reviews of the Choir's performances in the
last three years, to the best of my knowledge,
have both been reviews of performances in
the Washington Cathedral. There have been
many laudatory reviews. The fact that the
performance in Bruton Parrish so
impressed the officials of the College of
William and Mary that they were moved to
entice the Director of our Choir, Professor
Lendrim, to join them in the same capacity,
attests to the overall excellence of the
Choir's performance on the same spring
tour.
L.F. TRELEAVEN
Grave apologies
My gravest apologies are extended to Mr.
Lendrim and the members of the Kenyon
College Choir for certain
misrepresentations made in my letter of
April 4th in the Collegian. A distortion of the
truth occurred not because my informants
handed me faulty information, but because I
misinterpreted and misunderstood certain
things that they told me. Receiving the
sensation from my informants that the trip
was a demoralizing experience for those
involved, I reacted imprudently.
The choir trip was not a fiasco; entire
audiences never walked out at any point
during the trip. As to the claim that many
were sick, at most, two members of the choir
dropped out of the trip because of sickness.
I am unable, however, to withdraw any
indelicate language about the particular
performance that was seen in Washington
National Cathedral. There is still no
question in my mind that the choir was
accompanied by an off-ke- y collection of
brass instruments. The choir itself
demonstrated limited range, i.e., bass and
soprano were barely perceptable. Members
of the choir might explain that the interior of
Washington National Cathedral produces
acoustical distortions. This argument has
its validity. The choir does sound better
when it performs at Kenyon. Granting that
there is an echo in the National Cathedral,
one still wonders why the local that followed
sounded so much better.
Certainly, one bad opinion about the
performance at Washington National
Cathedral is not grounds for ending the trip
all together, yet, some less drastic changes
could afford to be instituted.
BRIAN R. IZENBERG
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LETTERS
Cont. from p. 5
smog of DOWNTOWN GAMBIER, suffering
the noise of its streets, and shivering for
lack of proper heat while most students enjoy
modern continuous life-suppo- rt systems and
day and night "flow-throug- h ventilation via
their 'vista' " window (most effective in Old
Kenyon, where it seemed the only time air
actually came in my window it was scented
with my neighbor's cannibis and month-ol- d
laundry). Yes, I'm sure glad Kenyon is going
to remedy this situation. We must snuff out
the last of that stagnant, old way of life in
Gambier and make way for the new!! Aren't
you glad you won't get stuck here next year?
Seriously, though, I've always appreciated
coming to Kenyon and finding I never had the
hassle of figuring out where I was going to
live . . . YOU WILL LIVE HERE . . . now if
you'll just sign these . . . Isn't it nice the way
the school relieves us of those problems.
And there's such a variety of lifestyles to
choose from. You can live in a dorm, or you
can live in a dorm, and then there's always a
dorm. There's nothing that beats the
intimacy of a dorm; why, they've even
recreated it for you in apartment form. You
apartment dwellers ever try to get rid of
some of that nice furniture they gave you?
Ever listened to your neighbor's stereo at
3:00 p.m. . . . so clear as if it is in your own
room and he has it at level 2? Have you ever
walked up the stairs and had the hand-rai- l
come out in vour hand? And yet there are still
apartments in Gambier that go unrented. I've
often thought about that, and do you know what
kind of answers questioning it will bring?
"This is a residential college!", better
translated "this is a girls boarding school".
"This is a community college", better
translated, "you will all live on top of each
other and like it or leave". "Why that
(making off-camp- us housing available to all)
would be an economic inequity," better
translated "what do you think this is, the real
world?"
Sure, I have a bias. I think I'm a mature,
thinking individual who need not compromise
his comfort, privacy, etc. for an education.
Can you imagine? ... I actually think I have
taste! It's ridiculous really when you
consider that I'm just another smart-as- s
upstart with sixteen grand in my pocket and
no respect for the knowledge and wisdom
which I am receiving from my peers.
Whatever the case, I feel robbed. Who would
expect to go to a rural college and be housed
in an eight story high-ris- e with all the grace
and charm of Miami Airport, replete with a
night and day T.V. audience. I suppose it
doesn't mean anything that we should loose
the Health Service and never be asked, not
even for an opinion. This is the life of an
independent. You can bet that if, say, the
Drama department were to take over middle
Leonard for their costume shed, there'd be
some screaming. I'm afraid however, I'm
alone on this one. You see, the reason we are
losing this housing is because the Health
Service is going to expand, . . . excuse me, at
least their facility is going to expand. It
seems they haven't enough rooms for those
flu shots folk. Just think, next year this room
I'm in will be Esso-statio- n green. It will
wreak of Lysol and be empty save for one
porcelain table. We'll still have only a
doctor, and two nurses, but we'll have the
best damned eight-roo- m infirmary you ever
saw ... I wonder if they'll put crucifixes all
over the place? . . .
HEATON McKEE
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Letters and the "truth"
In the past several months we've printed some rather controversial "letters to:
editor." The commotion stirred up each weak by the "LETTERS" section indicates to usfc y
this is perhaps the most widely read and influential part of the Collegian and a ifr
important outlet for student gripes and opinions.
Recently, however, it has been suggested andor implied that out policy concerc
these letters is much too liberal; that theaccuracy of all letters should be checked out pn::
to publication; that certain letters have been misleading and harmful, and that the Collerx
was just as irresponsible in printing them as the writers were in submitting them
We think these charges foolishly naive, but since they seem to be so widespread efe
compelled to answer them.
First of all, it is simply impossible to determine the "truth" of a letter even if wet
the time to investigate each letter's accuracy, which we don't. These letters usually invo.'-issue- s
where, strictly speaking, there is no "truth", and very few indisputable facts, but or.
different ways of looking at the same things.
Secondly, if we were to print only those letters that, in our judgement, are "fair,' tit-the- y
would become, in effect, Collegian editorials. We would be forced to stand behind ttV
and take responsibility for them. We would be implying their truthfulness a very daneeru
and reckless thing to do.
The free expression of different points of view is as essential to the school as itis-societ- y.
In this area of personal opinion the Collegian should not make censorship its polw
it must remain detached, thus allowing its readers to decide for themselves the validit) t-valu- e
of each letter.
But. one might ask, what about letters that might prove personally embarrassing
somehow harmful? Why doesn't the letter writer air his complaint in person to the ptv
involved rather than in print? Well, a letter to the editor serves to inform as many people
possible, and thereby it encourages quick action. Many situations demand this sort1--exposur- e,
and the letter-write- r himself must determine whether the letter merits space --
the Collegian (except, of course, in instances of obvious crank letters; e.g., those thaU'
incoherent or obscene. The editors must also reserve the right to drop letters that
it-unnecessari-
ly
lengthy; e.g. , four or more pages). Given that we cannot determine the tn.-val- ue
of a letter, we certainly are not in a position of judging the desirability-o- f its potfn
effects.
So, pardon the cliche, keep those cards and letters coming in folks; it makes for botn-interestin- g
and useful Collegian.
Flunk comps
Now that all seniors have had the opportunity to pass or fail their integrating exerci-'- -
early this year, I have two questions. j.
uf1. Well, seniors, how was Spring vacation? I noticed a lot of you were holed
borrowed apartments here at school. I hope no one was inconvenienced: like the orlvr
apartment dwellers, and the housing department, and maintenance. 1 m sure ,
appreciated being given the chance to buy and cook your own food, or investigate some o
Vernon's finer restaurants. And isn't school nice when the only inhabitants are o
nervously grinding seniors. Florida was probably too hot this year anyway. ,
Was it worth it intellectually? It was supposed to "promote coherence in the n '
program." Is your major cohering alright now? mcrj
if you feel angry at losing your vacation, and if you feel that your major is now no
coherent but simply more tiresome, and that it was about as coherent as it was going
before comps, well tough luck. But for the rest of the school, having not yet experienc
cohering power of comps, I have a modest suggestion. It's a variation on the old tried -- bu ,
true "boycott" theme. FLUNK COMPS THE FIRST TIME AROUND. It's totally PainleSratI;
'
even a bit invigorating. If nothing comes of the entire senior class flunking their inW
exercise, then no harm done; you all will be given a second chance to pass in May l
seniors have traditionally taken comps). But consider this: comps were moved ahea
year not simply to make them less anxiety-producin- g for students, but also to ma'.;
easier on teachers, who have to grade the bastard exams. They have more time this yea
not such an imposition. But just think what would happen if everyone flunks and has to be g
1L - 11 ....... . . . . L O It'Of'111
... nuin an vj i i ogam. " 1101 a llico. nilCll t-U- lllJ3 UtrVJlllIT d 3 lliuv-- n
heaciache for teachers as they are for students will the Faculty make any useful
M.B.
Correction
:han?f:
Correction: It was erroneously reported in last week's Collegian article "Student
financed by College", that the College will finance, with the anonymous contribution ma
recreational purposes, only off-camp- us activities. Dean Givens would like to make it a
however, that any imaginative social activity, including on-camp- us ones, can be
through the College.
For all our readers who are keeping tabs on debate speaker points, here is a cor
so your records will be accurate. John Salvucci scored 92 points, not 93 at (l,r
Tournament. Kenyon beat its nearest opponent by 69 not 92 speaker points. We apo,0?
making your debate record books messy.
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jippers write 'em down,
ialada brews 'em up
37i from the parrot repeat only what
or; don t make a story out of it.
mdless of what happens, somebody
s claims he knew it would,
will flunk Comps. "
Lih Bloom
"a has not, over a quiet cup of tea.
.;! these, or similar immortal
-- ::es? In fact, the Salada tea bag labels
pen the same consideration, by Kenyon
ats. that is paid to any great writing,
ire read and discussed at meal-time- s:
philosophical content is analysed; their
il precepts are adopted as tenets of
;".or. Many a student has voiced a desire
: w of the antecedents of this genre
--- 1 the Hell writes these things?") In
isetothis vital concern, this reporter
-- :?reat expense to his cool prepared a
so.uana to the continuing study of the
aiea bag label.
dividual writes the labels: accordine
-- 'r? Washburn, who handles the Salada
-- account for the ad agency Humphry,
r":?and McDougal, the "Sayings" are
: all over; people send their
aions into Salada; they pass the best
Mg to the agency, and we print 'em."
;-??e-
stions that are "blantantly racist
;M:are rejected." Thus, because the
are the collective work of many
(Perhaps a literary manifestation of
x' There is X
no substitute for
brains but silence
sometimes helps.
OdldUd
Golleg
;ilorsin-Chie- f: Mark Block,;y Wood
:'s!s,ant Editor: Matthew A. Winkler
;jiness& Circulation: George Ewing
:W:Lisa Hiker
s: Bob Gibson
::lf:Linda Angst, Micah Bloom, Ted
..Kevin Fitzgerald, Karla Hay,
' Gioia, Andy Gross, Brian
r9, Walter Kalaidjian, Steve?. Kevin Martin, Alex Morgan,
:' Nickelhoff, Dennis Pannullo,
Jl -- tk - aTeven ocnauTeie, uic.
V 1' Kim Straus. Tom Utescher.
shed weekly during the school
:tSl0" at Kenyon College, Gambier,
43022. Second class postage
l5d for at Gambier. Yearly
:,ription rate $7.00. Please
V,SSany comments to the editors,
--
t?9.p-0. Box 308, or our box at
Spiritus Mundi), there is variety.
Concerning the type of material printed, Mr.
Washburn says "Urn. . .the lines that are
looked for are, uh, thought provoking. .
.more on the line of giving you something to
think and talk about while drinking tea with
someone; some of the sayings are kind of
philosphical, which fits in with drinking tea.
You know, why the sky is blue and stuff."
Upon being asked if the labels are meant to be
humorous, Mr. Washburn said "they are
presented as oddities. . .there is no attempt
at them being modern, or uh, hip." The
purpose of the labels is "not to sell the
product. . .not directly." Mr. Washburn does
not know how "this thing" (the labels) "got
started"; but he thinks "its nice." Being
responsible for the Salada labels is, for Mr.
Washburn, stimulating and profitable; the
value of the labels is such that "a staff
member, while being generally responsible
for his promotional and marketing skills
Maybe it wasn't
planned-ttar- t way,
but American
ends in "I can"
V UUMU
Co-e- d Old Kenyon
The best
things in life
may be free, but
things money can buy
aren't bad either.
Salada
i, TAO linsi J
concerning this product is paid,
.percentage-wise- , for the labels, roughly $22
a year."
Mr. Washburn tells us that the labels are
changed roughly every six months. If you,
dear reader, have any suggestions for labels
on Salada teabags, send them to Collegian.
And don't forget Harry Washburn says:
"Ducks who fly upside down, quack up."
The Collegian
announces a
CONTEST
Write your own Salada tag lines and
submit them to us at Peirce Hall No. 3, or
drop them off at our S.A.C. box before
Tuesday, April 23. The best lines will be
printed in the April 25 Collegian, and all
entries will be subsequently sent to the
Salada Tea Co., where some of them
might eventually make it into your very
own cup of tea.
Defeat and disillusionment
It is now official; regarding co-educatio- nal
housing on the Hill, the Peep Proposal has
been defeated. The administration offered
three main reasons for their decision:
security, the feelings of the other two frats
residing in Old Kenyon, and the feeling that
this should be a trustee decision.
How would the security of nine girls be
jeopardized by residence in Old Kenyon? The
administration, through Vice-Preside- nt
McKean and Mr. Omahan, explained that it
would be impossible to lock the doors of Old
Kenyon between one and six in the morning.
Obviously, this is impractical. However, if
this is so important, Bushnell is also unsafe;
the doors are seldom locked properly there.
So far Bushnell residents have escaped
unscathed, although they do not have one
hundred and fortv men to protect them. On
these grounds, the "weaker sex" would
probably be safer in a co-e- d residence. When
it was pointed out that the doors in Farr Hall
are not locked, the administration replied
that the bathroom situation made rooms in
Farr self-containe- d. First, it is highly
doubtful that a passing rapist would choose to
invade the second floor of East Division,
given the presence of one hundred and forty
male protectors. Secondly, it is just as
unlikely that a female would choose to leave
the locked sanctity of her room, unescorted,
given the presence of a strange male lurking
in the hall, despite her biological needs. So
security seems to be a fabricated and
impractical administrative doubt.
Regarding thp AD's and the DKE's
opposition to the co-educati- on of the dorm;
these feelings have been highly inflated by
some members of the frats and the
administration. 100 students were polled in a
random sampling conducted in Old Kenyon,
eighty-si- x percent stated that they did not
oppose co-educati- on of the second floor East
Division. This was presented in the form of a
petition, and members of all three frats
signed. On an individual basis, the majority
of the residents do not feel this would disrupt
their Kenyon experience. Therefore, the
Peeps find this administrative reasoning
weak factually, disregarding the moral
implications of sexism at Kenyon.
The last major administrative qualm was
that this issue should receive trustee
approval. The Peep Proposal received
Senate approval by a vote of ten to two,
opposed only by Dean Edwards and Duffy
Craine; their membership has been
approved by IFC. The trustees gave the
administration the decision on further co-educatio- nal
housing. Thus, the
administration was obviously empowered to
make this decision. This last reservation
was therefore false and bogus.
As the issue stands now, the Peeps are
disillusioned regarding their proposal, and
the situation of women at Kenyon in general.
We realize the problem is larger than the
Peeps and hope for support from other co-e- d
groups and the entire student body, as we
enter the fray for co-e- d housing on the Hill in
'75-'7- 6.
THE PEEPS
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"Show-Off- "
a turn on
by Karla Hay
George Kelly's "The Show-Off- " opens
tonight at the Hill Theatre. Kelly subtitled
this play "a transcript of life in three acts."
One may want to add "life in the twenties."
since the atmosphere, from the Tiffany lamp
and antimacassars in the Fisher's living
room, to the victrola in the lobby cranking
out hits from Peggy Wood's "Clinging
Vine", transports the audience to
Philadelphia in 1924.
The setting of the play is the Fisher's
living room, and it is seldom without the
presence of Lisa Elcan as Mrs. Fisher, who
is outspoken, opinionated, and thoroughly
delightful. Her matriarchal society is made
up of her two married daughters, Amy and
Clara, their husbands, Aubrey Piper and
Frank Hyland, her aspiring-scientis- t son Joe
and her own husband who gives up'the ghost in
the second act.
There are overtones of the serious in this
play, but most are resolved to a humorous
end. The basic action comes from
personality clashes between the hard-heade- d
Mrs. Fisher and Aubrey Piper, the show-off- ,
who is equally determined in his own way and
for his own ends. He is loved to distraction by
his wife, Amy, in whose eyes he can do no
wrong a source of further antagonism to
Mrs. Fisher, who will jump at any chance for
a discussion of his faults, which are usually
present and always funny. This play presents
a number of very human characters in rather
typical circumstances, a very pleasant and
enjoyable 1924 situation comedy.
I think the audience will find that the acting
performances in this play are some of the
best of the year. Bill Thomas as Aubrey
Piper, is the epitome of all that suggests the
eager-to-get-ahea- d young man. Mrs.
Fisher's daughters, Clara and Amy, played
by Kathleen Hume and Janice Paran, exhibit
alternating tenderness and antagonism
it
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Lisa Elcan and Matthew Burday
towards each other, which is very effective.
Their brother, Joe, played by Matthew
Burday, looks and acts the part of the boy
genius, a 1920's Mr. Wizard.
"The Show-Off- " is directed by James E.
Michael, produced by Lance Hassan, with its
set designed by Daniel O. Parr and its lights
by Steven Heisler.
I would recommend that any of you who
have parents coming next weekend, take
them to the show, except that tickets are
completely sold out for both Friday and
Saturday nights of that weekend, and are
nearly gone for both nights this weekend as
well. However, students are fortunate that
this show will be running for seven
performances, Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday this week, and Wednesday through
Saturday next week. Tickets are free for
students withl.D. (all other $2.00) at the Hill
Theater Box Office Monday through Friday
from 2-- 4.
Kathleen Hume, Lisa Elcan, and John Maddox (Photo by Sam Barone)
Louise Gluck
Sunday in
Peirce lounge
by Walter Kalaidjian
This Sunday Night (April 14) the Ohio
Poetry Circuit will sponsor a reading h
poetess, Louise Gluck at 8:30 in Peirce Hill
Lounge. Ms. Gluck attended Sarah Lawrence
College and Columbia University. She his
not only published in such periodicals is
"The Atlantic", "Poetry", "The Sei
Yorker", and the "Yale Review", but has
already come out with two books ofpoetrj:
Firstborn (1968), The House on Marshland
(1974).
The sensual yet somber cast of Ms
Gluck's landscapes informs her thematic
concern for the woman as a passive and oftet
victimized mediator between the insistent
forces of Life and Death. Her awareness of
the feminine body as the recipient o!
oblivious phalli is visible in "Cottonmowi
County":
"Fishbones walked the waves off Hatteras
And there were other signs
That Death wooed us, by water, wooed us
By land: among the pines
An uncurled cottonmouth that rolled on mos;
Reared in the polluted air.
Birth, not death, is the hard loss.
I know, I also left a skin there."
The paradoxical role of women in Nature aid
more importantly in our current society to
been the major concern of Amertcai
poetesses in the last two decades. Such
writers as Anne Sexton have "confessed to
distinctly feminine revelations in poems 1
"Menstruation at Forty"; while Adrie
Rich has made the hard journey backwards
into a confrontation with the woman's abusw
social identity:
"Was it worth while to la- y-
with infinite exertion--- a
roof I can't live under?
-- All those blueprints,
closings of gaps,
measurings, calculations:
A life I didn't choose
chose me: even
my tools are the wrong ones"
Poetry, for Denise Levertov, becomes'
new justification for creation as it iS
operates outside the confines of sexua
societal concerns:
"Our lives flower and pass. Only robust
works of the imagination live in eternity,
Tlaloc, Apollo,
dug out alive from dead cities."
Because good female writers
seldom in contemporary
have feel so burdened with
appear s
Amei
literature, and because what poetesses we
cultri
constraints (Plath, Oates), a genuinesu
of writers such as Gluck, Rich or
pport
Sex'
becomes almost a responsibility
modern readers. Therefore, I urge V"' ,
attend Ms. Gluck's reading. There wilt
reception directly following the readme
I'l wsal needs only final approval by Once houses are assembled, they constituencies; that faculty
i,' j Board of Trustees before it Wjn be able to negotiate for the members be encouraged to join the
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Terri Betts
lyoseisarose is a rose. There's a lot in a
:;. Open up any secretarial handbook,
:afenty-year-ol- d one, and you will find
.: "Ms." appears as the acceptable
ante for "Mrs." or "Miss" when a
lia'smarital status is not known. It is not
iiierm, just one that is rapidly being
::ed by women who wish to be recognized
dividual rather than identified by her
iionship to her father or husband. Isn't it
.id that "Ms." indicates "female" while
--
" indicates "male"?
:;reare proposals now before Congress
lould forbid any United States Federal
from using prefixes that denote
status and also one that would forbid
cring females registering to vote in any
nil election to disclose their marital
Ian Morrison's
'atest falls
lort of mark
!ew N. Gross
'Morrison is a fine distinctive singer,
produced several quality albums in
:-i-
st. It's Too Late to Stop Now, a double
album
, is his latest offering and is no
:ption; yet for some reason it seems to
-- iortof its mark. After a few playings it
TJs to get boring, and it is almost
Ksible to listen to the entire double
'inone sitting.
--b-
est live albums are those which seem
-- asport the listener to the original
; !r'and contain a vitality and refreshing
'il that is lacking in artifically produced
;'jalbums. From the sounds of the crowd
";e introductions of the musicians as
jJsthe label on the album cover, it is
--iittl-
iatthis
is a live recording, but that
e of liveness or vitality is almost
;'f'y missing. It's Too Late to Stop Now is
"produced and lacking in vibrance. The
-- Pband is not as good as it might have
wing Van Morrison to rise or fall on
voice, which is excellent but not
:"leritto hold the listener's interest for
I'M ninety minutes of music on the
; to addition, there is a string section
"'""cert which sounds very out of place
: e rest of the musicians.
..
'en
' It's Too Late to Stop Now has its
--
comings, it also has its fine points. The
quality is clear and good and the
.s'0n 01 songs is excellent, featuring a
Mtative sampling from most of Van
son's career. "Gloria" and "Here
?re ht" date from Van Morrison's
'.m A8"ra3io days and appear here in
Versions. Strangely enough, there
'van wections from Tupelo Honey, but all
on s other albums are wel1
"rtsse
it, edand there are some cuts that are
f.rrjsJjew or never before done by Van
status unless men were also required to
disclose theirs. Here, the use of "Ms."
would simply provide equal treatment for
women. Already the U.S. Government
Printing Office has forged ahead in the this
fieldby listing "Ms.", in it's style book, as
an acceptable term for use in government
publications.
If a woman wishes to use "Ms." it should
be used in conjunction with a woman's given
name; say "Ms. Scarlett O'Hara", "Ms.
Scarlett Butler" or "Ms. Scarlett O'Hara
Butler". It would not make much sense to say
"Ms. Rhett Butler" because a woman who is
already identified as her husband's wife is
obviously a "Mrs."
To many, this subject seems wholly
unworthwhile. Perhaps that's true, as titles
are going out of style altogether. It would be
so much easier to address a married couple
MM.
as "Scarlett and Rhett Butler" without using
prefixes at all. But when one must be used,
there must be equal treatment.
Women who use "Ms." want it understood
that they are not hiding under it to avoid
social pressure. They are using it to signify
a human being. It is important and symbolic.
After all, there's a lot in a name.
This Wednesday afternoon the public is invited to a special exhibition of prints in Colburn
Gallery from 1 to 5 p.m. All works will be on sale, including prints by such artists as Durer,
Picasso, and Martin Garhart. The print above, courtesy of Lakeside Studio, is Pierre
Bonnard's "Place Clichy".
The James Store in Granville
welcomes Kenyon students
FOR MEN
Levi's Straight leg Corduroys
Allen Paine Sweaters
La Coste Shirts
Pendleton Shirts
Corbin Slacks
London Fog Raincoats
Chamois Cloth Shirts
Madras Slacks and Shorts
Baracuta Jackets
FOR WOMEN
Sperry Mocs
Scandinavian Clogs
White Stag Sportswear
Lanz Dresses and Nighties
Levis
Drumohr Sweaters
La Coste Shirts
Painter's Pants
Darey Purses
V2 price loft sale
Dresses Tapered Blue Jeans
Men's Suits Skirts
Sport Coats Slacks
The James Store 124 E. Broadway , Granville, Ohio 43023
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Editors chosen
for next year
Last Friday, April 5, the Journalism
Board met and selected the new Editors for
next year's Reveille, Collegian, and Hika.
Two freshmen, Holly Reed and Matthew
Winkler, were selected as Editors for
Reveille and Collegian, respectively. Arthur
Marx, a junior, is the new Editor of Hika.
Holly Reed's tentative plans for next
year's Reveille, as stated in her application,
include an emphasis on the 150th
anniversary of Kenyon, with the possibility
of using selections from past Reveille's to
give today's student a feeling of Kenyon's
past. Ms. Reed is also considering the use of
color in Reveille. Ms. Reed was the Editor of
her high school yearbook, and is interested
in photography.
Matthew Winkler, who is presently the
Assistant Editor of the Collegian, has in
mind a new look for the paper. Starting with
his first issue this May, a larger tabloid size
page will get used instead of the present half-siz- e
page. He also plans to stress the use of
the news feature, and would like to improve
readability with strong leads and economical
New Hope
needs you
by Tina Brown
New Hope School has a need for Kenyon
students in addition to helping with roller
skating and swimming once a week.
The school, built in 1968, is the only
educational institution for mentally retarded
persons in the entire Knox County area.
There are about ninety people enrolled at
New Hope, ranging from age six to age forty-fiv- e,
each with special mental and learning
difficulties.
For children, three levels of learning have
been established with about fifteen children
in each classroom. Some of us from Kenyon
have been working in the classrooms,
helping with all kinds of speech, perceptual
and motor-contr- ol problems the children
have. A lot of teaching is accomplished
through word association games, putting
together puzzles, color and number
identification games and books. It breaks
down to the basics of learning and calls for
more individual attention than the teachers
are able to provide, at present.
The Work Shelter Area provides an
opportunity for adults to have some kind of
useful and profitable trade as well as a
means of therapy. Weaving, caning chairs,
refinishing and rebuilding furniture are
some of the activities in the Shelter
classroom. These people need occasional
guidance in their work. Many cannot solve
the creative problems of just where to begin
in repairing a chair or how to operate a loom.
I have found that in working at New Hope
School, I have gained valuable experience in
applying the theoretic knowledge of Kenyon's
psychology department to learning how to
help others. The school is open five days a
week, from 9:00a.m.to2:30p.m.and anyone
who is interested in volunteering in any of the
classrooms can call Robert Potts, 397-930- 4.
Anyone interested in helping in the Work
Shop should contact Robert Beach, 392-90- 5 1 .
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Holly Reed and Matthew Winkler
writing. Other plans include a weekly column
on the Senate and a series of essays,
tentatively named "Along Middle Path," to
supplement editorials.
The new Editor of Hika, Arthur Marx,
plans to continue the present format and
policies. Stressing the need to encourage
writers to submit works, he plans to contact
the creative writing classes and the Poetry
Workshop.
All the Editors realize that it takes a good
staff to make a publication a sucess, and they
encourage participation from the Kenyon
Community.
Archivist
to lecture
For the past three or four years, Thee
B. Greenslade, Kenyon College Archivir
has given a GEC course on the history::
Kenyon. This course has always closed iot
first half hour of registration. For those it
have been closed out, Mr. Greenslade tL
give a sampler on Friday night, April 12, r
8:00 p.m. in Biology.
Mr. Greenslade is currently hard at wo:i
on Kenyon College: Its Third Half Century
be published this fall as part of the college':
sesquicentennial celebration. Besides fe
GEC course and his research for this boot
he has special qualifications as Collee
historian. When he was a freshman tot
several years ago, he was required to take
course on the history of the college given t
President "Fats" Peirce. Preside
Peirce, apparently, not only told te
freshmen what they needed to know about
College, but gave them some paternal adrice :
about "gender" hygiene as well.
Mr. Greenslade will not indulge himsel!:
such asides, however badly the prese
student body might need advice in ties
matters, but his title is provocative: "Fm
Crises in Kenyon's History". Mr. Klei!
Chairman of faculty lectureships, is going-b- e
there, for he cannot afford to mis J
anything that has a prospect of being W I
raising. I
OVER THE ML
by Kevin Fitzgerald and Dick Smith
A Big Macke ripped off at dinner. . .
Shnrtlv after dinner a week ap-- n three masked intruders pntprpd the Macke Food Service1
Georgetown, bound the manager, and made off with $3700, the day's cash receipts . T'' (
manager was gagged, we are told, with a dinner roll.
So long saloon. . .
Itwas recently noted in The Alternative that "saloons" across the country are closit-- '
out'
wiiiuiyvio.iiiu o ui inning iiuico ai c idol Ul J lllg U)J. OdJ 1 lie AllCI name, -
noble pursuit for its own sake, is relegated in such cases to the role of Ps!
lubricant, raising the audacity of the randy boob and lowering the inhibitions of the
1 1 i iu. t i : . r . i IS SelQU'uuuueaa, pi emu niiti y tu me i eai uusmess 01 me evening wnicn, in any evem, ,i
consummates on me premises. . . lasteiui tipplers ana aescerning aipsomaini" --f- ind
solace in a number of good private clubs."
Sav-A-Flu- sh
Students at Indiana University (Bloomington) have taken to heart the call for
conservation in inp-pnimn- ; wave Fnr inchnno fhou yamua Q finn flnnrpcppnt lights
ener?
; fro
the university library, a savings of 20 percent. Now they have turned to water conservati"1
their student union. Under a new plan to be implemented, the fifty public urinals in p
win De synchronized to flush only when the lights are turned on. The plan shouia
gallons of water a day.
Sex in currency. . .
In a recent lecture at Youngstown State Univ. Dr. Wilson Key presented the topic?
"Sllhl i m ina 1 RpHn r f i rn Tc.nri, j i; . . .l iun kudnl'uuwu.. . ,i occiiio nidi many auveruzers in trying to reacn uie "jjM
subvert our subconscious minds. It seems that in one advertisement on the back ol 1
Magazine, the ice cubes spelt S-E-- X and reflections in the icecubes exposed the defini"01
the word. Key went further to say that Uncle Sam is not immune from such practicepointing out that S-E-- X is written into Abe Lincoln's beard on the five dollar bill- -
It's a bird, it's a plane, it's SUPER STREAK.
newsAn interview with SUPER STREAK recently appeared in the Union College
SUPERSTREAKwasquotedas saying: "Before the Administration cracks downweleft
streakers I urge everyone to get out and streak. Streak now or forever hold your n(fi
the obvious work blank because quite frankly the newspaper's copy editor seems
spelling lessons.
Once houses are assembled, they constituencies; that faculty
will be able to negotiate for the members be encouraged to join the
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:t. from p. 3
jdress cont.
results. What is needed are concrete
.rs of expanding the number of activities
z'Me to women.
tjiher issue that should be considered is
lack of the administration's
-- xnsiveness to students. With plans for
construction of $3 million in new
--
iisgs. why does Student Council have
. difficult time getting only $12,000 for
r:ient center? Why isn't student opinion
:it or listened to on many issues that
ain (especially) to them?
lastly, as vice-preside- nt I would look into
issues of: reorganizing student
Mment to make it more responsive;
"i'jving the function of student
-- mittees; studying the role of
i'.er n i t i e s ; and more extensive
'.iteration of student opinion on vital
nano cont.
college-communi- ty are in dynamic
ffimship with the powers of the Senate,
--
y andtheadministration. A successful
--
cil will depend upon cooperative
-'- n?, shared responsibilities, positive
'-
- J and mutual understanding. As a
S-'sentat-
ive group responsible to the
--astration and faculty, to the student
? 5td to the community Student Council
Enaction group which faces problems,
-- iors activities, evaluates its
-- lures and outcomes and fosters a
ni o' harmony within the
f '"us cont.
':trs of the College. My duties would
'membership on Trustee
-- nittees, the Senate, observer to Judicial
-- l and special assignments. There is
; ; m o r e to be added to these
-- tutional duties. For instance, I would
''aysof coordinating activities for best
;
Jf funds available and would try to cut the
:Sred tape from organizing events or
;.'CtS.
""l Council next year has the potential
Wvethe social atmosphere at Kenyon,;t it works carefully and diligently. I
like to direct my energy to that goal
-
'orking toward a more responsive
government. Thank you.
newesi in playing sui laces,
Past Saturday the unheralded
by Mark Lowery, this year's team
Baseball young, untested
Although the start of the season was
postponed for two weeks due to the weather,
the Kenyon baseball team travelledyesterday to Ohio Northern for a
doubleheader. Before that, the team had had
little game experience, and the season
outlook is difficult to accurately assess.
Last year's team was able to play close to
most of the teams they faced, but were only
able to win once in ten outings. Whether
Kenyon can improve on this record will be
decided by the team's ability to overcome the
problems that have plagued them the last
couple seasons.
Consistent hitting never surfaced in the
Lord's line-u- p last year. The top two
batsmen, centerfielder Jim Myers (.330) and
second basemen John Moroney (.300) return
this season and it is hoped that more hitters
will emerge to combine with them for an
offensive threat never realized last vear.
Graduated long-bal- l hitter Bill Gorski will be
missed, but if Mark Leonard and Bruce
Broxterman can display the power at the
plate that was expected from them as
freshmen, that void should be more than
filled. Pitching naturally is a key area, and
while it was usually adequate last year,
improvement is a must if the team is to be a
winner. Veterans Leonard and Pat Clements
will be joined by freshman Bill Mullet in the
starting rotation while George Harbison and
Greg Wurster will be used in relief. Leonard
is the ace of the staff and his pitching has
been sharp so far.
With four-yea- r starters Gorski and
shortstop Kurt Karakul departed, Coach
McHugh has had to do some juggling to
by Little Richard
renowned sexist sports writer
This week will finally bring in the season
openers for the Ladies' lacrosse and tennis
squads. Karen Burke has had her schedule
filled with the work of coaching both teams at
once, but her efforts look to be rewarded by
fine seasons for each.
The Ladies lacrosse team, has all but two
players returning; however, both were
starters leading scorer Ginny Buermann
and goalie Sue Houser. The former's scoring
will be missed, but in goal the Ladies are
fortunate to have senior Libby Arnold, who
returned to Kenyon after a year's absence.
She will be one of the Ladies' two captains.
The defense, with Arnold in goal and co-capta- in
Sue Miller, Cindy Merritt, Connie
Chapman, Sue Palmquist, and Ellen Griggs
as the other defenders should be the squad's
ennis team topples Marietta
'y Rucker
,'ta!f'1 ea'ner conditions this spring
mui-slidin- g behind Leonard Hallr
naM
througn tne library a more
;tov nterPrise than devoting one's
..r,"sity competition, the gentleman's
Kenyon is still very much alive.; '"6'0 the
Si
ttrthis
with returning lettermen Bruce Sherman,
Dave Davis, Jono Rothschild, Wally Tice and
freshmen hopefuls Mike Kennedy and Fred
Collord, could go all the way. Coach Sloan,
accustomed to winning conference
championships in swimming, hasn't had a
title in tennis since the spring of 1970. With
tremendous depth the Lords need only the
proper timing in displaying their talents
against such conference powerhouses as
Ohio Wesleyan, Wooster, Denison and
perhaps Oberlin.
adjust. Broxterman moves from behind the
plate to take over his natural position at third
base. Gorski was an excellent defensive
player and Bruce's ability to handle the
position is especially important. Even more
crucial, according to Coach McHugh, is the
success of Kent Bain's transition from first
base to catcher. If Kent can maintain a steady
control of the job, particularly in nailing
opposing base runners, the team will be
much stronger. The three starting pitchers
all play when not pitching, Clements at
shortstop, Leonard in the outfield with
Myers (a defensive stand out) and Frank
Rahel, and Mullet at first base. Dan Libby
fills in at the respective fielding spot of the
pitcher on the mound.
In their spring trip, Kenyon was only able
to play four games, all against powerful
Pfifer College in North Carolina. Despite
losing each contest, the overall outcome was
optimistic, particularly in the pitching
department, with Leonard, Harbison and
Clements all notably effective. At the plate
the Lords still need to be assertive but they
appear to have the personnel capable of
supplying the hitting.
Whether or not the team develops into
contender, most Kenyon people won't get a
chance to see the team play. The weather
hasn't allowed the new sand and clay to be
worked into the infield and Coach McHugh is
afraid that it won't be ready until the end of
the season. Thus the Lords will spend most
of their time on the road, with a couple home
games moved to the Nazarene in Mount
Vernon.
Outlook bright for ladies
strong point according to Coach Burke.
Offensively, the Ladies are more of a
question mark. With the graduation of high-scorin- g
Buermann, there has been some
shuffling around done by Coach Burke. On
attack the Ladies will have Kim Mayhew,
Amy Owens, Dana Bortz, Robyn Smith, and
Kate Debevoise as starters.
This year there are a lot of beginners out
for the team, and Coach Burke indicated that
some of them could see playing time before
the end of the season. The women stickers
face a tough schedule, but if they can muster
a consistent offensive attack to go along with
what seems to be a talented defensive group,
the Ladies should be able to improve on last
seasons 1-2- -1 mark.
Meanwhile on the hardcourts, the lady
netters will have a tougher record to
improve on a 4-- 1 mark last year. Most of
the starters are set, but there is a lot of
talentout this season and things could change
during the course of the campaign.
The singles players are led by sophomore
co-capta- in Tanna Moore, who plays first
singles. Other singles performers will
probably be Daryl Gernert and Kristin
Knopf. First doubles will be senior co-capta- in
Sally Pittman and Carol Burke. The
other doubles team is not set at this time, but
finding people will not be a problem with the
large turnout this season.
Try to take in the action of both teams
should you be able to master the trick of
being at both matches at the same time tell
Karen Burke the busy Ladies' coach would
probably appreciate the information.
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Kenyon thumps the Oboes
by Kari-An- n
Literally bubbling with high hopes I urged
James, "Oh. faster! Faster!" as we
skimmed along the disheveled asphalt of
Route 89. heading towards Oberlin College.
The Obberlin lacrosse team had always been
quite generous in the past in letting Kenyon's
squad pound them into oblivion, and last
Saturday our boys certainly needed a win!
The Ohio Wesleyan team had thumped our
precious purple warriors 17-- 7 in the Kenyon
home opener. This win should not have given
the various mongrels and vagabonds from
OWU any great pleasure, however, for the
Kenyon ensemble was still suffering
withdrawal symptoms from the graduation of
such helpful narcotics as Dave Cronin and
Bob Heaps. Beside, the OWU game was
played in the midst of the most miserable
drizzle, and I have always been of the opinion
that no civilized atheletes can play sports in
the rain.
Mustachioed Gentlemen
As l walked towards the stands 1 was
pleased to recognize the warm face of the sun
in the crowd of spectators. I noticed with less
pleasure the presence of a persistant
breeze, which puffed the petticoats of the
ladies and impishly rustled the Wall Street
Journals of some mustachioed gentlemen
sitting in the top row.
As the teams warmed up on the field, I
became conscious of the absence of several
of Kenyon's star stickers. It turned out that
they were involved in a pre-gam- e warm up
exercise called "English comps," an
exercise somewhat more difficult but only
slightly less ridiculous than jumping jacks.
These literary lads arrived in the proverbial
"nickoftime"(aninjuryforwhichnostyptic
pencil has been found), and the game began.
As the game got under way, Kenyon got way
under. The audacious Oboes had the nerve to
score three times in the first quarter! The
spectators gasped in amazement and dismay
as the uppity Oboes tallied, and as an early
Kenyon goal was called back on a penalty.
Everyone, including the Oberlin fans, was
surprised by the home team's performance.
Oberlin had learned to pass and catch, and
had discovered that " fast break" is not just
the name for a morning meal!
No Mint Juleps
In the second quarter Bruce Issacs
decided enough was enough, and shattered
any foolish dreams which the Oboes might
have had about pulling a shut-out- , as he
scored the first Kenyon goal. Soon
afterwards, Steve Konigsberg fed to Brad
"Speed Racer" Faus to set Kenyon up for the
tying goal. There was no more scoring for
either side in the rest of the second quarter,
however, and the first half ended with the
scoreboard reading: Oberlin 3, Kenyon 2.
The Oberlin scorekeepers were worried; it
seems that due to the general quality of
Oberlin sports teams, their athletic
department had equiped the stadium with an
electric scoreboard which only registers up
to "4" on the "Home" side of the board, and
this ambitious Oboe team seemed
determined to push the tally into unexplored
regions.
"No Mint Juleps for you boys!", scolded
Coach Heiser at half time. The poor lads
groaned at being deprived of their favorite
half-tim- e treat, and promised the coach that
they would try to put the Oboe upstarts back
in their place: the losing column.
Heart Fluttered
The lack of the Mint Juleps proved
detrimental to the team in the third quarter.
The poor, alcohol-starve- d darlings didn't
score a single goal in the entire period, while
the Oboes slipped the ball into the Kenyon net
One more time.
The Oboe fans were going wild. Since the
Oberlin fight song, entitled "Maybe Next
Time" was not really appropriate for the
occasion, they shouted, whistled, and played
instruments. I was livid with rage! Here it
was at the end of the third quarter, the score
was 4-- 2. and Oberlin was winning, something
which it should not be allowed to do in any
circumstances! And what if (Oh, horrors!)
they actually won? My heart fluttered like
that of a chicken which senses the approach
of Colonel Sanders!
connected with Mueller for the eighth Kenyo;
goal, and Bob Hallinan scored on a pass Im
Martens for the ninth and final goal.
The Oberlin crowd, once so enthusiast'
and hopeful, left the stadium in a state o!
dejection; the Oboe had been corked onct
again. Penalties had hurt the Oboes; to
were called for infractions 16 times t
Kenyon's 6. Kenyon dominated the shoote
taking 43 shots to Oberlin's 25. After a quite
unimpressive first three quarters, k
Kenyon squad pulled together and present?:
a fourth quarter performance whici
indicated that Kenyon spectators can loot
forward to a winning season. By the mi.
dears, that exciting George Parker is backu
the goal again! He had been recouped;
from surgery in the "frozen meats" sectiot
at Thrift-T-Mar- t, but he was in action u
Oberlin and he made eight marvelous saves'
I leaned back in the Rolls, repeated
words "Kenyon-9- , Oberlin-4"- , and purred
all the way home. The '74 Kenyon across;
team could make this spring a very excitin;
one indeed. Pick up a schedule, girls, and
pray for the use of your parasols.
CollegianPOR'
As it turned out, the capabilities of the
Oberlin side of the scoreboard were never
tested thatday. The Kenyon defense, headed
by Rick Salomon, bore down on the Oboe
offense, and beat them back from the Kenyon
net for the entire fourth quarter. At the other
end of the field, the Kenyon offense had
finally figured out how to penetrate Oberlin's
initially confusing "loose-zone- " defense.
One minute into the fourth quarter Eric
Mueller cut close to the Oberlin goal, got a
feed from midfielder Kevin McDonald, and
scored.
Leash Lacrosse Sticks
A humorous interlude followed when an
Oberlin player broke his stick and called to
his comrades on the bench for a
replacement. A flock of lacrosse sticks
sailed onto the field, causing the referee to
call a penalty on Oberlin. The official asked
the players to keep their sticks on leashes in
the future and to tie them on to the bench if
necessary.
The laughter died on the Oberlin side as
Chet Blackey, fresh out of comps and with the
famed flaxen fuzz bulging out th sides of his
helmet, scored two goals in a row. The
second of these, assisted by Bruce Issacs put
Kenyon back in the lead 5-- 4. I leaned back,
dabbed my brow, and breathed a sigh of
relief. The Universe was returning to its
natural order.
Freshmen midfielder Mark Martens scored
onafastbreak to strengthen Kenyon's lead.
When the valiant Blackey scored yet again on
an assist from McDonald, we of the gentler
sex rose to our feet, "Dear Chet, Our Chet,
take up again thy gauntlet, thou hast won the
' 'day!
As time ran out for Oberlin, Issacs
TPS
SCORES
OWU 17
Lacrosse 9
Tennis 7
Lacrosse 7
Oberlin 4
Marietta 2
tu it ., i cpuson las!
Saturday with a brisk stroll around the
--
in the Wooster Invitational, coming in f0
out of nine teams. The Lords were poVj
by quasi-captai- n Doug Dorer's 79, 'nic s)
for third in the individual standings'
placing high in the field for the Lords
an 11;
.j u -i-ti- ntrvau uni ami wnson, eacu u.'L
Relaxing in the clubhouse after
mbers
. mOITtournament, the Kenyon team
found their efforts pleasing as 3
outing, a although Dorer didn't fee
showing would bring in an abnormal11
of endorsements offers.
